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POGIL: Newton’s Third Law Why?



Newton’s Third Law of Motion states that whenever one object exerts a force on a second object, the second object exerts an equal and opposite force upon the first. More simply, every action has an equal but opposite reaction. For example, if David Beckham is kicking a soccer ball (object A), his foot is acting on the soccer ball (object B) making it the action force, then the reaction force is the ball (object B) acting on his foot (object A).



Model 1: Force Pairs



In Words The man (who is sporting awesome 80’s fashion) is pushing on the wall with a force of 100 N. The wall is pushing back on the man with a force of 100 N.



A



200



B



C



200



300 N



N N



300 N



Forces Action Force: man pushing on the wall. Reaction Force: wall pushing on the man.



Net Force Fman = 100 N Fwall = 100 N FNET = 0 N



A hammer hits a wooden Action Force: hammer stake with a force of 200 hitting the wooden stake N and the stake pushes back on the hammer with a force of 200 N. Reaction Force: wooden stake pushing on the hammer.



Fhammer = 200 N



A man (also sporting an Action Force: awesome 80’s outfit) pushes a refrigerator with a force of __________ N. The Reaction Force: refrigerator pushes back on the man with a force of _______ N. A boulder with a force of Action Force: 300 N is sitting on the Earth and has no motion.



Fman =



D



Fstake = 200 N FNET = 0 N



Frefrigerator = FNET = 0 N



Reaction Force:



500 N



E 500 N



A horse is pulling the wagon with a force of 100 N and the wagon is pulling on the horse with a force of 100 N.



Action Force: Reaction Force: Action Force: the horse pushing on the ground. Reaction Force: the ground pushing on the horse.



Fhorse = 100 N Fwagon = FNET =
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1. How would you define each of the following, using an example in your answer: a. Action force: b. Reaction force: 2. Complete model 1, including creating an image for example D, completing the “in words” column for C and E, the “forces” column for C, D and E and the “net forces” column for C, D and E. 3. Looking at the “in words” column, what do you notice about the forces and the objects they are acting on? (Ex: A hammer hits a wooden stake with a force of 200 N and the stake pushes back on the hammer with a force of 200 N.)



4. A balloon pushes air down with an action force of 2 N. What is the reaction force and what is the magnitude of the force? Make a drawing of the object with arrows showing the forces and label the magnitude and each as reaction or action.



5. Exploding gunpowder pushes a cannonball to the right with an action force of 200 N. What is the reaction force and what is the magnitude of the force? Make a drawing of the object with arrows showing the forces and label the magnitude and each as reaction or action.



6. Use the image below to answer the following questions. Fair resistance Froad on the wheels Fwheels on the road



a. What are the two force pairs in this scenario? b. What is the 3rd law pair to air resistance? Draw it onto the image. c. Is the car moving or standing still? Explain your answer.



7. According to Newton’s Third Law, every reaction has an equal and opposite reaction. How could this law hold true, but objects can still move?
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8. In the drawing below, a tiny bug hits the windshield of a car traveling at 60 km/h. Use the image and information to answer the following questions.



a. Remembering Newton’s Third Law, which object, the bug or the car, experiences the greater force? Explain your answer.



b. Newton’s second law can be easily stated as F=ma. Which object experiences a greater acceleration? Explain your answer.



c. Why is the damage so much greater to the bug than the car?



9. A rocket is able to exit the atmosphere and adhere (keep true) to Newton’s Third Law. Use the image below to answer the following questions.



Fgas on the rocket



Frocket on the gas Fgravity on the rocket a. What are the third law pairs? b. Add in the missing arrow. c. If the Fgas on the rocket has a force of 1000 N and the Fgravity on the rocket is 100 N, what is the net force of the rocket? 10. A block is at rest on a table. There are TWO force pairs in this scenario. Add in the other arrows, completing the force pairs. Fof the table on the block



Fgravity on the block
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Extension Questions:



11. Identify and label the two force pairs (horizontal forces)



12. Which two forces are acting on the canon?



13. Which direction is the net force on the canon?



14. If the net force on the 200kg canon is 3000 Newtons, what will the acceleration be?



15. The canon will not continue to move, why not? (Use specific terms)
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